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Sam Robb, a rising athlete at Blessed Trinity High School, was diagnosed with osteosarcoma in 2002 
at the age of 15. After countless rounds of chemotherapy and surgeries Sam’s cancer was in remission. 
However, due to the cancer Sam would be unable to play the sports he loved. Sam did not give up his 
dreams of being an athlete and changed his focus to other sports that could accommodate his new 
physical limitations. Sadly, on June 25, 2007 Sam Robb lost his battle with an unexpected relapse of 
the cancer. 

In its 16th year, this tournament is a tribute to Sam and his perseverance to be an athlete no matter the 
obstacles. All proceeds from the tournament will benefit the Sam Robb Fund at CURE Childhood 
Cancer, an organization dedicated to finding a cure for childhood cancers. The Sam Robb Fund has 
raised more than $1 million since 2007.

Founded in 1975, the Atlanta, GA based CURE Childhood Cancer is a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to conquering childhood cancer through funding targeted 
research while supporting patients and their families.

Visit SamRobb.com to become a sponsor 
and for all tournament information.

For questions or more information, please contact 
Annamarie Robb at srbtournament@gmail.com .

All proceeds benefit the Sam Robb Fund at CURE Childhood Cancer.  



BECOME A SAM ROBB MEMORIAL CLASSIC SPONSOR

Please return completed form to: 

CURE Childhood Cancer, Attn: Sam Robb Memorial Classic, 200 Ashford Center North, Suite 250, Atlanta, GA 30338

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Contact Name Business Name (as you’d like listed)

Billing Address City/State/Zip

Phone Email

Check enclosed (made payable to CURE Childhood Cancer). IRS Nonprofit ID #58-1244138.

Payment by card (open camera, scan QR code and follow link to make payment)

SPONSORSHIP

SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES:

PRESENTING
$5,000

Recognition in all Sam Robb 
Fund communications

$2,500
SLAM DUNK THREE-POINT

$1,000
LAYUP
$500

Acknowledgement on samrobb.com

Special recognition during opening 
announcements of tournament

Company recognition on tournament 
t-shirts

Company recognition on social media

Company logo displayed on 
tournament banners

Company logo displayed on 
tournament materials

LOGO LOGO LISTING

LOGO LOGO LOGO

LOGO LOGO LISTING LISTING

PRESENTING SLAM DUNK THREE-POINT LAYUP

LISTING




